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* THE ENEHGY CONVERSION APPARATUS IN PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

ABSTRAcr 

** Kenneth Sauer 

ru1 analysis of outstanding problems still presenting difficulty 
! 

with respect to understanding the quant~onversion process 

in photosynthesis is presented. Considerations of how some 

of these difficulties may be overcome are included. The dynamic 

process of energy conversion is. considered in terms of 

photon absorption, electronic energy transfer, trapping in 

long-lived excited states, primary oxidants and reductants, 

and the electron transport chain leading to products representing 

stored chenical potential. The physical structure of the apparatus . 
accanplishing this energy conversion is sought in- the framework 

~' 

of the concept of the photosynthetic unit. The nature of 

this unit - its size, composition, arrangement and orientation 

of components, internal electrical and polarizability properties, 

ani assembly and aggregation in the chloroplast - and the 

problems related to its determination are essential consideration!:> 

in the overall approach to the understan:iing of the mechanism 

.of energy conversion. ~ 

* . This paper was presented at the UNESCO Symposium on Amplification 

Techniques ih Cell Biology, at the Department of Pharmacology, 

School of Pharmacy, State University of New York at Buffalo, 

Buffalo, New York, October 22-27, 1962. 

** u.s. PUblic Health Service Fellow, 1960-63. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Without doubt the greatest gap in our present knowledge 

about photosynthesis concerns the nature of the mechanism 

whereby radiant energy from the sun is converted .into high-enerr.r,y, 

stable chemical intermediates useful for the biosynthesis of 
l 

organic molecules by the plant. This is not to say that our 

knowledge of the so-called "dark reactions" whereby plant 

cellular materials are synthesized is complete or even 

approaching completion; however, the pajor efforts of the past 

15-20 years in the laboratories of Melvin Calvin, A.A. Benson, 

J.A. Bassham, Daniel I. Arnori and many others have produced 

an outline of the most important steps in the biosynthetic 

pathway (Calvin, 1962~ and we have every reason to believe 

that this outline will prove to be essentially correct in the 

light of future experiments. 

The magnitude of the efforts to find out the na.ture of 

the primary light-to-chemical energy conversion process is 

no less impressive; yet, a Wholly satisfactory and widely 

accepted explanation of the.~echanism has not resulted. 

Certainly one of the principal reasons. is .the fact that 

we are attemnting to chart an area of lna.ture ·which appears to 

be unique'ruld for which we nave no s~le, readily Understandable 

analogy. 

I would h.ike to begin by break.ing'down what we know 

about the energy conversion process into a sequenc~ of events 

described in general terms, in spite of the obvious danger of 

thereby introducing specifications which nay, in the long run, 

turn .out to be misleading or incorrect. 
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(1) We can consider the process of photosynthetic quantum 
-

conversion to originate with the absorption of visible or near-

visible radiation by the various pigment molecules associated 

with photosynthetic organisms. This absorption process, . 

which by the Franck-condon Principle must occur in about 

10-lS sec following the capture of a photon, leads directly· 

to the production of an excited. electronic· state of the 

pigment molecule involved. 'n1is process is reasonably well 

understood and need not concern us in principle in its particular 

manifestation in photosynthesis. 

(2) The initially produced electronic excitation energy 

can, in general, be readily and rapidly (i.e. in 10-9 to 

lo-11 sec) transferred from one pigp1ent molecule to another·-·-

either of like or of different kind - with the necessary restriction 

that in all such processes energy conservation must be maintained. 

In essence this means .. that all such transfers must occur to a 

state which contains the same or less electronic energy. 

(3) The termination of the pathway of _i_; •. : V. :1 
.. electronic 

excitation occurs when the energy .becomes trapped in a state 

either which i~ relatively long-lived and/or from which it can 

be !converted'to some other energy form. 

(4) At this or same closely subsequent point it is generally 

assumed that the primary oxidizing and reducing species are 

produced. 
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( 5) The prim1ry oxidant and reductant then proceed to 

drive what is commonly called the electron transport 

system; whereby 

(6) The energy originally present in the photon is converted 

with relatively high efficiency to thermodynamically stable 

chemical intermediates. In this process in higher plants 

an:i algae) water is split, oxygen is' liberated, TPN is 

reduced and ADP is phosphorylp.ted to produce ATP. The 

dark, enzyme-catalyzed biosynthetic reactions then follow. 

************************************************************ 
It is necessary to point out that even this generalized 

statement of the process, which is consistent with much 

of the recent research on the energy conversion pathway, 

vmuld by no means receive approval by all the reputable workers 

in the field. It probably does,: however, represent a majority 

view. 

For our purposes it will be desirable:to discuss· 

the e~ergy conversion apparatus of photosynthesis under 

tv,ro rra.j or heading~. Under· the first of these I shall raise 
\ 

questi'ons concerning the detailed rrjechanism whereby the 
I 

dynamic processes described above are carried out. Under the 
I 

second I shall propose methods d>f investigation into the 
I 

physical np.ture of the structure that is able to perform 

the energy conversion so rapidly and so well. 

The Dynamic Processes of Energy Conversion 

Excited electronic states. Letting pass for the present the process 

of photon absorption itself, 'let us first consider the natUre 

of the excited state produced and the manner in which energy nay 



be transferred from one excited state to another. A rather large 

variety of pigments can occur in photosynthetic systems: the several 

.kinds of chlorophylls and carotenoids plus the phycobilins generally 

make up the principal complement. With some justice the question 

may be raised a:s to whether.any of these besides chlorophyll.§;.. 

in green plants and marine algae, bacteriochlorophyll in 

photosynthetic bacteria, etc., are really essential to normal 

reasonably efficient photosynthesis. Although distinct functions, 

including that of light-gathering, can be demonstrated for the so-called 

"accessory pigments", it has not been demonstrated unequivocally 

·that they play a necessary role in photosynthesis (Haxo, 1960). 

In nearly all cases studied so far, it appears that energy 

absorbed by accessory pigments (and in the short wavelength absorption 

bands of chlorophyll a) is transferred to a low-lying excited electronic 

state of chlorophyll .§:..as a necessary prerequisite to its use 

in the photosynthetic pathway (Duysens, 1952). Recent studies on 

the various proposed roles for carotenoids, for example, as 

hydrogen or oxygen carriers or as oxidation inhibitors either. have· 

provided evidence to the contrary or r~ve raised serious questions 

about the validity of the propositions (Yamamoto, Chichester and 

Naka,yama, 1962 a,b; Sauer and Calvin, 1962b . ;) . These points still 

await a final answer, but for our prese.l!t purposes we can consider 

the participating excited electronic states of chlorophyll a 

or bacteriochlorophyll alone, and can limit our discussion of 

enere;y transfer to that involving these states. 



The electronic transHions responsible for all the 

readily observed visible and near infrared absorption bands of the 

- * . chlorophylls are of' the 1T -TI singlet class. 'l'he correspond inc; 

transition'dipoles all lie in the plane of the porphyrin ring of 

the chlorophyll molecule. Several discussions of the particular 

molecular orbitals associated with the various comj.)Onents have 

appeared in the literature. (Platt, 1956; Seely, 1957; Gouterro.:=m, 1961) . 

. The lov,rest lying of these states in chlorophyll §:. has a natural 

-8 lifetime in vivo of only 1.5 x 10 sec, as measured from 

fluorescence yields and decay times (Brody, 1957; Drody and 

Habinowitch, 1957). 

Long-lived excited states. Hany workers feel that a longer-

lived, electronically excited state is required for the energ-,y to be 

localized for a sufficient time so that its conversion into 

high-energy chemical intermediates can be effected. 'I'wo such 

states have been proposed: one is the lowest triplet state of 

chlorophyll and the other is that resulting from an n-n 

tranSition - possible owinp; to the participation of a 

carbonyl gr'OUp in the ring conjugation of chlorophyll ~· Both 
I 

these ex~ited electronic states have been observed in vitro; 

hm'lever, \no direct evidence has been kresented ~or their 
I 

i 
participation in the photosynthetic energy conversion process in vivo. 

I ---

Qn the contrary, experiments of VJ~tt ~nd coworkers (1960) show tha.t 

photo-induced absorption changes attributed to triplet chlorophyll 

can be observed only when absorption changes associated with 

the functioning photosynthetic apparatus are quenched. Further 
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search for the participation of such long-lived states in vivo 

is calle~ for. In the case of the triplet state, it would be 

reasonable to look for associated e.lectron spin resonance signals. 

The photo-induced esr signals at g = 2.00, which are easily produced and 

readily observed in nearly all functioning photosynthetic organisms, 

do not result from a triplet state. 1riple resonances at . 

g = 2.00 give rise to very broad absorption spectra, owing to the 

zero-fi~lgpsplitting of the triplet energy levels and to the ~andom 

orientation of the chlorophyll molecules in the bulk material 

(Ingram, 1958). Illumination of the sample with polarized light
1 

so as to excite preferentially those molecules of a given 

orientation~ will probably not give much improvement owing 

to the rapid, efficient ene~gy transfer which occurs among 

chlorophyll molecules in vivo. It nay be, however, that a search 

with hlgh-sensltivity apparatus at g-= 4, wnere'-tfie broaaening 

effects do not operate, will produce evidence. bearing on the participation 

of the triplet $tate. Studies with pure crystals of chlorophyll ~ 

would constitute· a valuable preliminary to the search in biological 

materials. 

An alternative method for the possible obser,vation of long-lived 

excited state participation presents itself in the recently rediscovered 

magnetic optical rotation effect, first noted by Faraday. 

:Experimentation along these lines is currently under way in our 

laboratories in Berkeley. Faraday's observation, stated in its 

SLT!t'Jlest form, was that transparent substances placed in a suitably 

oriented magnetic field may induce a rotation of the plane of 
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polarization of incident plane-polarized light, ever1 if the material 

does not contain asymmetric sites. It is known that the Faraday 

rotation exhibits dispersion characteristics in the vicinity of 

absorption bands of a tans or molecules (\'laring and Custer, 1960; 

I{ameka, 1962). Furthermore the selection rules governing these Faraday 

rotation anomalies are not the same as those f:,'"OVerning normal electronic 

transitions observed spectrally in the absence of a magnetic field. 

Thus, it is possible that electronic trallliitions which are forbidden 

on the basis of their electric dipole transition probabilities will 

nevertheless exhibit dispersion effects in their Faraday rotation 

spectra. In this way it'may be possible to locate the proposed 

long-lived excited states of chlorophyll in Y1YQ and, by studying 

the effect of suitable exc~ting light, to determine whether they 

play a role in the photosynthetic energy conversion process. 

Electron-hole condutction mechanism. A suggestion by Katz 

(1949) prompted Sogo, Pon and Calvin (1957) to propose that the 

heart of the energy conversion process·consists of the production 

of electrons and holes in conduction bands of the type observed 

in molecular crystals. These electrons and holes, resulting from 

th~ trapptng of excitation ertergy,at Sl;litable sit;es in the chloroplast, 
I 
' 

are thou~t to be the primary reductant and oxidant species responsible 

for originating the subsequent reac;tiohs of the electron transport 

chain, for the oxidation of water, 'and for the ultimate production 

of molecular oxygen and reduction of TPN. One very nice feature 

of this proposal is that the rapid, independent migration of 

holes and electrons in a suitable matrix provides a convenient 

explanation for the absence of a significant back-reaction of the 

prinnry ox:l(lized and reduced species once they are produced. Ti1e 
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absence of appreciable back-reaction is essential for photosynthesis 

of ~~ efficiency. Although experiments on suitable model 

systems have demonstrated that the photo-production of such 

charge c~riers is of common occurrence (Kearns, in press), 

only circumstantial evidence ~s thus far available to · support 

their participation in photosynthetic energy conversion. This evidence 

is chiefly the observation of photo-induced absorption changes, 

electron paramagnetic resonance absorption,and dielectric and 

conductivity changes, all of which can occur rapidly and sometimes 

reversibly even at the temperatures of liquid nitrogen, and, 

in one study, of liquid helium. Although most of the techniques used 

to date have not been capable of measuring time constants shorter' 
' 

than about 1 sec, the studies by ~Vitt and coworkers (1960) of absorption 

changes prcx:l~ced _J:>_y light _:!!o~ ~ f~sh -~ have_ Eroduced _ ~ffec_!s w~tl-i 

time constant~ of 10-5 sec or shorter. The accurate measurement 

of the rise ani decay times, especially of the phenomena which 

appear to be temperature independent, is a challenge to 

experimental ingenuity. Such information would be invaluable 

far the assignment of-these effects, which apparently do not 

involve the mi~ation of individual atoms or molecules. 

Integr-ation ·of low-level signals. A paramount experimental problem 

v.1hich rrn.lSt be overcome arises from the fact that , for the phenomena 

listed above, the observed experimental signals ride on a noise 

level which is scarcely less than the quantity sought. Simply 

improving the time response of the instrument will not, in general, 

provide the necessary retention of discrimination. A solution to this 

problem, and to many related measurements of time transients where 
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low signal-to-noise ratios are a problem, may come in th~ 

application of one of a number of recently-developed 

integrating techniques. Particularly in situati9ns wher~ the 

·transient phenomenon is readily reversible and can be r~peated 

again and agp.in, the coherent information in the photo-:if.n:iuced 

signal can be added by a suitable "integrating" device laster 

than will be the ran:iom or incoherent noise •. A somewhat crude, but 

more familiar, analogy is present in the measurenent of radioactivity. 

For all but the smallest number 0f counts, the precision with which 

the radioactivity" can be determined increases with the square root 

of the total number of counts in the sample. The accuracy improves 

as well, since long counting times an:i extemed background deter

minations improve the systematic corrections which need to be 

applied. In principle, any specified level of precision can be 

obtained if the experimenter has ,the patience to wait long enough. 

Improvement of signal-to-noise can be achieved for many 

relatively time-indepement phenoroona simply by lengthening 

the time constant of the measuring device arid waiting sufficiently 

for the indicating meter to achieve a gpod approximation of·the final 

rest point. Galvanometer and balance damping and electronic filtering 
. . 

or narrow-baming are familiar techniques of this kim. They can . . . . 

generally be extended in a simple' fashion to improve the sensitivity 

and precision of measurements such as absorption and fluorescence 

spectra, electron paramagnetic resonance spectra, or quantum 

requirement measurements. 

The patient researcher· who is willing to trade time for 

information stands to gain considerable improvement over many 

conventional procedures current in labar~tory practice. The 
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simple integration method of extending measuring time constants 

is not a rn.n."l.cea, hm<Tever. There are phenomera such as the study 

of rapid tran::; l ents, irreversible processes, unstable systems, 

and potential satuTat:l.on effects (as in nuclear magnetic resonance) 

where other methods arr:: demanded. 

By way_ of illustration, consider the problem of measuri11f:S 

'1.ow level photo-induced absorption Gpectral changes in photosYnthesis. 

A major source· of noise in such measurements arises simply from 

the statistical emission of photons by the measuring lie;ht source. 

Tlll.s noise is unavoidable; it is also "white" hoLe~, in the sense 

that it contains all frequency components up to a very· high level~ 

For fairly monochromatic light from a 500 watt tungsten light 

suitably incident on a sample, the' inherent noise in the measuring 

beam .alone in-. the i'requenc,}L range o_ to -1 megacycle mEcy correspord- to 

a signal-to-noise of 1000:1. Thus,_ an absorptipn change amounting 
-· . ·- ~ 

to a few tenths' /percent with a .microsecorrl time constant would 
. . . . ' 

be barely observable-under the best of conditions; accurate kinetic 

' measurements would be out of the question. Increased incident light 

intensity, more efficient optics; electronic narrow-banding 

techiliques, etc • , can be used to give sane improvement, but the 

best solution lo the problem lies in another directlon. 

Throllf0 the proper application of electronic or other 

time-gating techniques it is possible to pick out two representative 

points in the duration of the transient phenol'll:!non and to study at 

some length the tresulting signal from these tvm points only. This 

is done by repeated induction of the transient and by proper phasing 

of. the gate positions, as is illustrated for a repre;;entative trans.ient 

signal in Fig. 1. In case A, the difference between the sip:nal 



amplitudes at gate positions 1 and 2 is nearly zero; whereas 

in case B the corresporxUng amplitude difference is substantially 

larger. In the case of a real transient signal riding on a very high 

noi3e level, the difference in the amplitudes at the two gate po~itions 

can be "integrated" by repetition for as long as necessary to 

achieve a specified signal-to-noise. The examples of such lllCasu:r?ements 

shmm in Fig. 2 were obtained through the use· of a "boxcar" 

integrator of the type described by Blume (1961);. The device 

operates essentially on the principle of increasing the crmr~~ on a 

capacitor in proportion to the magnitude of the amplitude difference 

between the two gates and in proportion to the nwnber of repetitions 

of the transient observed. It is possible to adjust the RC 

time-constants of the "boxcar" circuit so that it corresponds to 

different numbers of transient repetitions. In Fig. 2 are shown 

three situations corresponding to 102, 104 and, 106 transients, 
\ 

respectively, in the duration of the RC time constant of the circuit. 

In each case the ·first- half of the trace would result from the 

gate arTangerrent sketched in Fig. lA, and the second part as 

in Fig. lB. The integrated traces are recorded on an XY-pen recorder 

with a writi~~ speed of 3 inches/minute. By moving the position 

of Gate 2 throu@1 the complete transient, a3 indicated in Fig. lC, 

the entire profile may be precisely recorded over a time which may 

be a million or more times longer than the duration of a single 

transient pulse. A correspoildinc; improvement of one thousand 

fold or more 111 signal-to-noise may be expected. Ail illustration 
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of a ten-fold overall improvement in si~;nal-to--noise resulting froni 

the use of the scanning ''boxcar" technique is shovm~ from top to 

bottom, in the three curves at the right in Fig. 3. 'rhe curves at 
tlle left 1·.Jere obtained by reducing, from top to bottom, the high 

frequency cutoff of an AC coupled amplifier. The resuiting improvement 

in Si[")lal-to-noise in th.ts ca~5C is accompanied by seriOUS distortioh 

of the shape of the transient due to the loss of the hig;h-

frequency components necessary for its accurate representation. 

No such distortion need occur if ·intef;rating techniques are 

properly applied. An elet-':P,nt example of the · sampling methcxl has 

been reported for the measurement of fluorescence rise and decay 

curves with time constants of the order of 10-9 sec · (Bennett, l960) .• 

':L'he integration process can be carried out more efficiently if 

rrJOre thar:J. two .gateS are applied tO eac_!)._transientLf1ulti-channel 

pulse-heip;ht analyzers are commercially ava.:l.lable vlhich readily 

handle 256, 400, 512 and up to 8000 and more channels. 

A representation of this gating pattern is shown in Fig. lD. 

The improvement in discrimination of low level signals using 

teclmiques of this kind can be astounding. rl!any measuremi:mts 

associated with photosynthesis are susceptible to substantial 
' . ' 

irnprovcmerits.through proper couplingw:i.th modern electronic 

devices. No less nw11erous are applipations to other areas of 

cell biolo;;~'; e.[?;., in the study of nerve impulses, membrane 

potential transients, visual pigment responses, mecha.n:i.cal 

changes in ce1l conforrmtiorm and the ·kinetics of reactions 

involvinG very small amounts of substrates or very fev1 enzyme 

molecules as cataly8ts. 

Electron suin resonance. Electron spin resonwce signals, 

due presu;na.bly to molecules containin;: ~;in:~le unpaired electrons, 
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inve been observed in most photosynthetic organisms. As ~hown in 

?Li".· 4, the signals are of tHo types. One has a narrow Ci-v 10 gauss) 

bancJ-•.Jiclth, ~ = 2.002, is strongly light deperrlent and norrrally 

absent ln the dark, and exhibits relatively fast, largel.y temperature

independent, kinetics ( <. 1 sec, limited by the instrumept). This 
• ! 

sir:;nal has been shO\m to be associated with the pi€1llented structures 

of chloroplasts and bacteria (i.e., the quantasqmes am chromatophores, 

respectively) and ,:;eerns to be due to a species with a reversible 

oxidation potential of +0.45 volts (chloropllJ{ll positive ion?). 

The second signal·is broader (.-v20 gauss) with g = 2.005, is somewhat 

ligi1t depcn:ient but re..mins stront,.;. in·.the dar.k, and exhibits 

·slow (minutes), temperature-dependent rise and decay times. 

'l'his signal appears to be associated with some component \'lhich is 

either soluble in the stroma of the chloroplast or is at least 

readily extractable from the chloroplast in .aqueous media (Androes, 

Singleton and Calvin, 1962). Fine.structure has occasionally been 

observed for this esr signal. The true assignment of the 

' molecular species responsible for either of these signals has not 

yet been achieved, nor has it been conclusively demonstrated that 

the associated species are involved in the direct pathway of 

photosynthetic energy conversion, although the evidence to 

support such a view is mounting. Further information about these 

resonances may be expected from measurements of the rapid time 

constants - perhaps through the use of integrating techniques as 

described above, from the precise determination of quantum yields and 

action spectra, by carrying the measurements down to l°K, and by 

double resonance &~R techniques to show with which nuclei the electrons 

interact most strongly. 
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Electron trammort rcactiom>. In rr.cneral, the identiflcation 

of the carriers of tile electron transport chain ls far from completee 

A nlUllher of possible carriere> - such as c.vtochromes b6 and f' in 

green plants an:i HHP and cytochrome c2 in bacteria, plastoquinones 

(three types), vitamin K, coenzyme 0
1 

a.rxl ferredoxin (PPNR) - have 

been identified and partially characterized. The nature of the 

participation of these substances in electron transport and, in 

particular, the coupling to substances adjacent in the electron 

transport chain and to phosphorylation, are all little understood. 

Of particular interest would be the characterization of the primary 

chemical donors and acceptors associated with the site at which 

quantwn conversion occurs. other problems relating to two-wavelength 

enhancement and to two non-overlapping pigment systems, to the mechanism 

___ of o_xygen_fo:r'll1Cltion, etc., are still mystifying. In most cases 

classical experimental techniques have much to offer to the kineticist 

interested in unravelling the complex reactions associated with 

electron transport. 

Quantum efficiency'of photosynthesis. A major outstanding issue· 

which is still unresolved today after more thai-t three decades of , 

investigation is the minirrum quantwn requirement of carbon fixation 

in normal photosynthesis. Despite the large number of measurements which 

suggest that about eight quanta are required per co2 fixed, there 

· · remains an important am perhaps now even a growing school which 

feels that the quantum requirement may be as low as three quanta per 

co2• For a number ·of mechanisms which pave been proposed to account 

for energy corwersion in green plant photosynthesis it makes a big 

difference whether the quantu~ requirement is at least eight or 

whether it is significantly less than this value. One would think 
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. . • I 

·.that the distinction bet·ween a quantum reqUJ.rement of three and a 
I 

requirement of eight or more would be readily settled experimentally, 
! 
I 

inspite of the admitted complications of' the overall proqess. Still, 

an: ~nambiguous answer eludes us today. It may be that we Jannot 

fornulate a meaningful answer to this question until we know more about 
I 

the detailed mechanism, including the rrarw feed-back channels, 

, which is operative in the overall photosynthetic process. With this 

view, the most'profitable approach at the present stage in our knowledge 

may be to attempt reliable measurements on the various partial 

reactions of photosynthesis, including those which are exhibited 

as physical changes or transients, the Hill reaction, photophosphorylation 

an::l TPNH formation. F.xperiments along these lines are under way, but 

much more needs to be done. 

Quantasome an::l Chromatophore Structure 

The secon::l major aspect. of the problem of photor:;yntl1cUc energy 

conversion on which I would like to make some cormnent is the question 

of the physical nature or structure of the apparatus involved. The 

suggestion of Emerson and Arnold (1932), based on their studies using 

flashing light, that there exist photosyntheti~ units within the 
within 

chloroplast has received elegant confirmation I . the past few years. 

Studies using electron microscopy (Park and Pon, 1961; Healy and Park, priva~e 
communica tior 

coupled with the demonstration of certain .. spects of photosynthetic 

activity in chloroplast subunits produced by sonic rupture, strongly 

support this concept of a viable photosynthetic unit. ~mether this 

unit contains 100 or 400 chlorophyll molecules will un::loubtedly 

be answered by research presently under way. ile cannot underemphasize 

the importance of the finding trmt efficient quantum conversion 

related.to the photosynthetic pathway can be accomplished by particles-
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called quantasomes - which are 100-200 ~ in diameter, less than one hundredth 
• • ~f 

the diameter of the ifltact ,chloroplast. A similar situation obtains · 
. 4f. -

for photosynthetic b~s:teria_, where the chronatophore or its subunit 

constitute ·an analogo~s unit of activity. Tt~ problem of determining 

the structural chara4erist,~cs of the site of quantum convers:l.on, 

difficult as it is, rs imneasureably simplified for the photosynthetic 
:.!." l.'• 

units in compa:i:-ison with what it would be if the entire chloroplast or 

bacterium were involved. 

Chemical composition. Preliminary analytical data have been 
~. 

obtained for spinach quantasomes (Park and Pon, 1963). rrhe principal 
I 

coraponents are protein (50%· of the dry weight) and colorless 
·"{, 

lipids .. ,probably phospholipids, ( 30.%·). Chlorophyll ma.kes up nearly 10% 

of th~ total dry wei@1t. The remainder consists of a variety, perhaps 
";;_. 

_a largevariety, _of colll2onents, including carotenes and 

.xanthophylls (4%), at. least three plastoquinones (total 1%), 

cytochrome b6 and vitamin K. A number of additional ones will 

undoubtedly be foun:i •.. Measurements on the m6nqmeric quantasome 

suggest a molecular wei'ght of 1.6 x 106, based on an experimentally'· 

determined density or: 1.18,' which is intermediate between those 
' ' -.; . . ' ' 

_of ·lipid F of prot~in. Th~ number of cbloroph,ylls per unit can 
be estiriated in various ways: the range runs from 115 to 180. One 

\ -~ 

!TE.l1gP.nese,' five 1ron ''and ri\re conr:>c'i'' ltc-r,- :. a.n: pr·esent in some 

form in each quantasome rron'omer. An extension of such measurements 
i 

is an essential prerequisite to the conceptual reconstruction of 

the quantasome. .. 

With particles of the intermediate complexity of quantasomes 

and chromatophores, analytical techniques based on physical properties 

of the components can be brought to bear. Both infrared and nuclear 
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magnetic resonance spectra of the materials would be expected 

to give complex but possibly very useful information. Coupled 

with extraction and separations techniques it may be possible 

to learn the nature of the components present (e.g., the colorless 

phospholipids) and perhaps abcut their intermolecular association. 

The low inherent sensitivity for biological materials of 

nuclear (especially proton) rragnetic resonance techniques 

can be greatly'enhanced by coupling the spectrometer with a multi

channel analyzer, as described in ·other terms abov~. 'J.'his application 

has recently been explored by Klein and Barton (Lawrence Radiation 

L~boratory, Livermore) and by a group at Varian Associates (Palo Alto, 

California) • 

Internal structure and aggregation. Beyond the straig-.,htforward 

quantitative determination of the quantasome or chromatophore components 

it is essential to learn the r~er in which they are assembled. 

After ascertaining the rra.cranolecular properties of m:momer 

quantasomes, one ·w111 want to learn whether major subunits exist, 

as is the case for the elementary particles of m:itochondria. 

'f.he new developments in high-resolution electron microscopy by 

Dr. ·Ferna.ndez-Morah will constitute an invaluable tool with which to 

study this problem. The possibility of utilizing the natural contrast 

of unstained material will open wide areas of application preser1tly 

only dreamed of. The quantasomes \'lould seem to offer particular 

advantages for the studies using natural contrast electron microscopy, 

since each particle contains naturally .atoms of iron, manganese 
. ,I 

and copper, as well as the considerable amount of ma271esium-containing 

chlorophyll. 
-

Presurra.bly the principal structural materials of the quantasomes are 
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I 
the protein an:l the phospholipids. On the basis of recent Eilectron 

microscopic studies, carried on by·R.B. Park at Berkeley, on lipid

extracted vs unextracted quantasome .aggregp.tes there is good reason 

'to believe that the lipid and protein do not form a relatiyely homogeneous 

,lipoprotein network. One model wou~d suggest a two-phase separation 

between a hydrophilic protein region and a lipophilic phospholipid 

region. The site of energy conversion may be closely associated With the 

bourxiary between thes~ two regions. Studies of· electric dichroism . 

of quantasome aggregates suggest that an essential element of the 

energy conversion site - the quantatrope - is a region containing 

,a s~ll-fraction .of the chlo:r;:ophyll,:. ~as specially orient~ : . 
. . · ·· (Sauer and·,cal.vln, 1962a) . as listed previously, . 

molecules.(Low temperature transient studies of various kind~,Kuggest. 
' ' 

further that oriented or fixed donor and acceptor molecules may be 

-incorporated in __ this site._Further~studie~f the nat;l,!re ·of th~ 

site and of the associated molecules are under way; these are 

based largely on polarization (dichroism} measurements on oriented 

· na.terials. In addition, one may hope that the gigantic strides made 

in recent years in the decoding of complex roolecular structure from 

X-ray diffraction 'patterns will soon carry forward to cover ·a · 

still' _greater level of complexity represented by the variqus sub-

cellular particles of mitoehorxit:'ia and ·chloropla:sts. Thus far, only 

a few interplanar spacings have.been'Obtainedthrough diffraction 

techniques applied to chloropl.<ist grarui (Kreutz ani Menke, 1960); the 

precise and complete determination of the internal molecular str1Jctt:r·: 

of _quantasomes and chromatophores·presents a challenge of 

unparalleled complexity and si~ficance to the investi~tors 

of macromolecular conformations. 
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Profile of dielectric properties. The dielectric and other 

electromagnetic properties of quantasomes, and especially the 

nnnner in which these properties vary \'lithin the quantasome~ 

may be of primary significance tb the energy conversion process. 

A number of the reactants and products of intermediary electron 

transport are ionic or other water soluble species. These can be 

separated or confined by bounding lipid regions, which in turn 

will harbor other potential cofa?tors in the process. This 

separation in space may be essential to an orderly and efficient 

energy conversion process. The transport of metabolites such as 
' 

ATP and TPNH, and even o2 .from the active sites and ADP, phosphate, 

TPN+ and water to the sites is closely related to the manner 

in which the quantasomes are put together in the lamellae and 

grana of the chloroplast. 

Measurement of the internal distribution of the various .. 

electrical properties of small particles is not an easy task. 

It may be, however, that through the use of senSitive selective 

extraction,methods it will be possible to piece the picture together 

from a series of bulk measurements. However. U<thlinlcthfs ·is ~un-

\ likely •· J We!i may well consider how exper:Ifnents might be designed 
I . 

to rr:ap out . the internal dielectric and polarization properties of 
I . 

quantasomes '.and chromatophores. i·rnet~er vJe have a protein 
' 

nucleus ~·covered with a lipid coating, whether it is a two- or 

three- or a multilayered sandwich, or v/hether some more complex 

basic pattern is involved is essential to our understanding 

of photosynthetic transport properties. 

3Ul11l113ry and Review. · 

All in all, the outstanding problems associated with the 
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quantum conversion process in photosynthesis constitute an 

imposing challenge to present-day ingenuity and experimental 

techniques. The questions I have raised are going to be answered -

sore of the answers are being forrrulated even now. There is no 

reason why studies along any of the lines I have suggested 

cannot profitably be started tomorrow. Still, these are intended 

to be merely suggestive directions to catalyze response among 

those who would contribute to the solution of one of nature's 

cleverest puzzles. 

* * * * * *· * * ' * * * * * * * * 

The author wishes to acknowled~ the contribution of 

Mr. I. Kuntz, who provided the tracings used to illustrate the "boxcar" 

int~grating~meth~_._ 
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GATING PATTERN FOR INTEGRATING CIRCUIT 
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Fie;. l. Gating patterns for variom; modes of inter;rating si~}Els 

from a hypothetical transient reiJeatedly presented. Gate 1 

repre;:;cnts a reference position; c.:atcs 2, 3, 4, etc. represent 

sam;Jle pos1tion::;. F'or further detaiL;, see· text. 
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Fig. 2. Integration of noisy de signals UGing a "boxcar" circuit. . . 
For the three cases shown, the signal-to-noise ratios are in 

the proportion 1:10:100. Traces provided by I. Kuntz. 
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Fig. 3. Inte)::r·atlon of tran:>ient photo-induced abSOIT>tJor:. ch<'ln;:;es. 

'l'races at left '.':ere obtaineci usinrr, :::;everal diff(::rent hi;;h-frequency 

limits for an ac amplifier. Traces at right were obtained_ u~>in'; the 

"boxcar" iote!-:~rator. MeasuremE;nb; provided by I. runtz. 
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SE PARA fiON OF OVERLAPPING RESONANCES 

MU-27448 

Fig. 4. Separation of overlapping electron spin resonances 

in spinach chJ;orop1asts. Signa,ls fran (a) colorless soluble 

stroma ITB.terials- leached from chloroplasts, (b) whole 
' spinach chloroplasts, (c) washed chloroplast fra§Tlents 

(quantasomes}. Androes and Calvin (in press). 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work .. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission> nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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